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Presentation Notes
Hello and welcome to this short presentation on the new EXR oscilloscope.I will cover a few high-level features and benefits of this product, and then show a video from the product manager which demonstrates many of the capabilities of the instrument. Finally, we will close with a Q&A session.



Meet the Infiniium EXR-Series

Specifications

Analog channels 4 or 8

Bandwidth 500 MHz  2.5 GHz

Sample rate 16 GSa/s

Memory 100 Mpts/ch  400 Mpts/ch

Resolution 10 bits, 16 with high-res

Logic channels 16 (dedicated connector)

Integrated tools 7-in-1
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Presentation Notes
The EXR is a new “mid-range” bench oscilloscope. It uses the same Keysight-designed ASICs from the UXR, the world’s fastest oscilloscope. This proven technology offers advantages in performance and capability unmatched by any other manufacturer. It’s Keysight’s lowest-cost Windows scope.Usually, scopes are designed to have either fast waveform update rates and optimised for debugging, or designed with deep memory and other tools for analysis. The EXR is optimised for both debug and analysis!



More Capability

 100 Mpts/ch standard memory *

 2.5 GHz on 8 channels *

 16 GSa/s on 8 channels *

 Full HD 1920x1080 resolution *

More Accurate

 High effective number of bits (up to 9.0)

 High resolution (up to 16 bits)

 Low noise (down to 43 µV) 

 Accurate timebase (8 parts per billion) 

See an Accurate Representation of Signals
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Presentation Notes
This slide is showing two things, at the top it’s accuracy. There is a lot of talk about bits. The number of bits in the oscilloscope’s ADC contributes to seeing the signal in more detail, but the number of bits in the ADC alone is not the whole story, we need to consider the entire signal path from the tip of the probe to the display. From the front connector, the analogue amplifier has to have low noise otherwise the ADC just digitises noise, the Keysight front-end provides just 43uV, the lowest in the industry. Then our 10-bit ASIC can be optimised to up to 16 bits for lower-bandwidth signals for even higher resolution. The time-base has about 10x to 100x lower jitter than competitor oscilloscopes. Finally the high-resolution display lets the user see that extra signal definition without compacting individual signal elements.The second part of this slide highlights the capability: large memory which is available on every channel, not shared as is normal. The full bandwidth and the full sample rate is also available on every channel, not shared as is common in most oscilloscopes.



POWERFUL INTUITIVE TO USEEASY TO OWN
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Presentation Notes
This is the key message we want to convey with the EXR: powerful, easy to own, and intuitive to use.Powerful: unrivalled speed, lots of analysis capability, measurement and math features and application softwareEasy to own: completely upgradable and available from stock from our network of over 50 distributors in Europe, Middle-East, Africa and India.Intuitive to Use: Not just auto set-up, but widgets and set-up wizards, on-board help and even connection diagrams to ensure users quickly get the answers they need; plus the exclusive new Fault Hunter, a feature to help identify rare and unusual events in the customer signal – if you don’t have the fast waveform update rate we have, you won’t see the signal and won’t know there is anything wrong with the device under test.



Power Testing

Protocol Layer Testing

Physical Layer Testing

POWERFUL

INTUITIVE TO USE

EASY TO OWN
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First, let’s look at powerful:



Power 
Conversion

Power 
Up/Down 

Sequencing
Power Rails / 
Distribution

Power 
Consumption
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One of the three key applications for this scope is power analysis, from mains to power supply to power IC and component analysis. We cover the entire power eco-system with different apps. In addition, we have over 500 unique probes and accessories available to help customers



• Hardware triggering lets you capture physical layer anomalies

• Powerful trigger and decode customization to drill down farther

• Test your signals against industry standards with compliance tests

Low Speed Serial
I2C
SPI

Quad SPI
eSPI

Quad eSPI
RS232/UART

I2S
SVID

JTAG 2

Manchester

MIPI
RFEE 2

I3C
SPMI

Automotive
CAN / CAN FD

LIN
SENT

FlexRay 2

100Base-T1 1

Military / Aero
ARINC 429

MIL STD 1553
SpaceWire

Embedded
USB 2.0 1

eUSB2
USB-PD

10/100 Ethernet 1

1. Compliance Test Also Offered
2. Software trigger
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The second major area of use is protocol testing of serial data. We support a huge number of serial data standard and can trigger and decode in hardware which is many times faster than competitors that use software: this means we capture more signal and are less likely to miss an event. This level of detailed analysis is not matched in competitor products. Lastly, compliance packages let the user test their signal against the industry standard to ensure their device meets the correct timing and amplitude characteristics for that protocol so it can be type-approved.



Trigger by Waveform Shape – D9010SCNA Event 
Identification Software
• InfiniiScan Zone Trigger: draw zones for a signal to hit or miss or 

based on measured parameters. 

Timing, Vertical, and Phase Noise – D9010JITA
• Analyze, measure, deconstruct and plot different components of 

jitter and noise

Cable and Fixture Removal – D9010DMBA
• Widen eyes by removing effects of cables or fixtures

Equalization and Crosstalk – D9020ASIA
• Widen eyes by removing effects of channel noise, ISI

• Simulate and remove effects of aggressors on signals

PAM-3 – D9010PAMA
• Measurements, clock recovery, and eye diagrams
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The third major application area is physical layer testing. Conventional signal debug is looking at the electrical signal: with the EXR, we can take this beyond just checking the amplitude, timing and waveshape; with fast, built-in analysis tools that help the user identify the source of signal issues.



Reduce Bench Clutter – 7 Instruments in 1

Optimize Lab Time – Infiniium Offline

Plan for the Future – Full Upgradeability

POWERFUL

INTUITIVE TO USE

EASY TO OWN
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The second major point of the EXR is easy to own. As  I mentioned, the EXR is sold by our distributors and everything about it can be upgraded: bandwidth, software applications, even the number of channels from 4 to 8 or adding the 16 digital channels.



Integrated Instruments
Digital Oscilloscope Digital Voltmeter
Logic Analyzer (MSO) Counter
Protocol Analyzer Function Generator

Frequency Response Analyzer

Product sizes to scale!
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One of the major innovations in oscilloscopes (started by Keysight with the invention of the MSO 20+ years ago) is instrument integration. We have included the capability of not one but 3 individual frequency counters, a DVM, protocol analyser, logic analyser, frequency response analyser of network analyser, and arbitrary waveform generator in addition to the scope itself. With the software applications, the oscilloscope can also become a power analyser as we discussed in previous slides.This contributes to reducing the bench space and cost for the user, and the single box makes it easier to integrate automatic testing, reporting and reduces calibration and service costs. 



The EXR-Series will future-proof your budget. Buy what you need today, add performance later!

• Upgrade to 8 channels
• Upgrade 500 MHz to 2.5 GHz bandwidth
• Upgrade 400 Mpts memory
• Upgrade 50 MHz Arbitrary Function Generator
• Upgrade 16 digital channels
• Upgrade protocol decode/trigger
• Upgrade frequency response analysis 
• Upgrade storage to 1 Terabyte
• Upgrade application support
• Upgrade warranty, services
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Nearly all of the upgrades can be performed after purchase, giving customers the flexibility to buy the instrument they need, when they need it. It’s just the swap-out of the 4ch to 8ch board and increased hard-drive that customers need to return the scope for – everything else can be done by the customers.Keysight’s software model enables customers to add further analysis capability with either shorter flexible licencing periods or a perpetual licence so customers can take advantage of project funds when available and only when needed.



D9010BSEO – Analyze Data Anywhere

Access your 
results across

Leverage 
Infiniium

Optimize equipment use with the full 
Infiniium user experience on a PC!
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One thing that everyone in the past 6 months has had to do is work from home. Keysight’s Infiniium offline software enables customers to take data from the scope and perform measurements and analysis remotely. This enables more users access at reduced cost and increases productivity, reduces time-to-market.In addition, the EXR can be controlled from anywhere in the world.



Always Fast – No Special Modes

One Click Debug – Fault Hunter

Save Time – Quick Analysis, Wizards, Help

POWERFUL

INTUITIVE TO USE

EASY TO OWN
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The last of the three main messaging elements is intuitive to use. Customers have told us they don’t want to spend time learning a new user interface, so it has to be intuitive. Menus are laid out in a logical format, where a process need more than one step this is also presented in a simple flow.The touch screen enables users to just drag a measurement on to their waveform.Set-up wizards enable users to tell the scope what they want to do and the scope is configured automatically to make those measurements accurately.Every button has a built-in help feature so guide users through the process.



Metric Why You Should Care EXR-Series Comparable Oscilloscope

Triggering (wfm/s) See more of your signal >200,000 (>200x faster) 1,000

Averaging (wfm/s) Noise reduction on repetitive 
signals >12,000 (>120x faster) 100

Measurements (meas/s) Reach 6σ quicker >300,000 (20% faster) 250,000

Eye plotting (UI/s) Identify transients and jitter >750,000 (>50x faster) 15,000

The Infiniium EXR-Series builds eye diagrams over 50 times 
faster than most oscilloscopes in its class. In the same amount 
of time, the EXR-Series captures 5.7 million UI while a 
comparable oscilloscope captures only 0.12 million UI.

The Infiniium EXR-Series displays your waveform over 200 
times faster than most oscilloscopes in its class. On this signal, 
the EXR-Series triggers 170,000 times per second, while a 
comparable oscilloscope triggers only 500 times per second. You 
can easily see the difference in quality. 
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One of the key differentiators between Keysight and competitors is the fact that all of our performance is “always on”, competitor oscilloscopes need to be put in to special modes so they can update quickly. We do this faster and without any compromise.



• ALL NEW Fault Hunter automatically 
finds signal anomalies

• View button to see waveform issues 
• Analyze glitches, slow edges, runts

Never miss 
an intermittent 

signal fault 
again

Debug faster 
and with 

confidence
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The unique feature with the EXR is the Fault Hunter. This analyses long signals and identifies rare and unusual events, helping customers find the signals of interest and isolating problems faster than ever before. On the slide you see a table of the rarest events in a long waveform. Below it is that event – we can then copy this event to the trigger so the scope captures this every time it happens.  



 Power Test

 Protocol Layer Test

 Physical Layer Test

POWERFUL INTUITIVE TO USEEASY TO OWN

 7 Instruments in 1

 Offline Software

 Full Upgradeability

 Always Fast

 Fault Hunter

 Setup Wizards

Demonstration
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So in summary, the EXR is powerful, easy to own and intuitive to use. No over to Mike Hoffman, the product manager of the EXR who has prepared a short video which demonstrates the features I have just covered. We can then take questions after the video.
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